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Jacque, John, Monte, -

Subject: Closecut of RI-94-A-0185 i

Your previous "closecut" memo of 12/28/94 documented that records had been
|

falsified but provided no assessment of whether or not this represented '

wrongdoing in NRC parlance. There had been no discussion w/01:RI. Also,
attached to the memo was a draft IR input referring to an NCV, implying that

ftheremaybea\violationinvolved. To my knowledge, this input was never '

placed in an IR. Regarding your comment in the new draft closeout memo that
01:RI had " reviewed the file and chosen not to become involved", that is not
necessarily true. It is true that I gave the file to 0I:RI to review in early
1995, but it came back to me with the same " Catch 22", i.e., that 01 can't
consider an issue for potential wrongdoing unless the staff can assign a
potential violation to it. Your memo appears to be trying to accomplish the
same thing I have been trying to do since 1/95, i.e., gain consensus that this
did not represent an NRC violation.

As you can tell, I'm sort of disappointed with the tone of your new draft
closeout letter. It there's anyone here who wants to keep the allegation
process moving, it's me. I am just trying to make sure our bases are covered
but obviously I haven't been successful in accomplishing that quickly in this

If you are able to gain concurrence in your memo, I will be grateful.case.
I will concur after you gain concurrence from Karla and 01. So, I'm giving
the file back to you to try to accomplish that because I am assuming that
Karla and 01 will ask to look at the file again when you present them with
this memo.

D. Vito 8/31/95
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